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Editor's Note 
With this, the fifth volume, Proceedings of the Medieval Association of 
the Midwesl becomes Publications of the Medieval Association of the 
Midwest, reflecting the new editorial policy whereby any essay written 
by a member of the Medieval Association of the Midwest, not just those 
drawn from papers presented at conferences, is eligible for submission. 
PMAM is now an annual publication, and Karen Moranski and I con-
tinue our practice-begun with volume four--0f editing alternate issues. 
Potential contributors are, as always, instructed to submit manuscripts 
following the conventions of the most recent ML4 Style Manual or ML4 
Handbook for Writers of Research Papers. 
My thanks, once again, to our contributors. The variety of the current 
volume reflects well the broad range of interests that characterizes the 
membership and the activities of MAM itself. My thanks, also, to the 
hardworking readers who have evaluated manuscripts and, on occasion, 
directed me to other specialists: Randi Eldevik, John B. Friedman, Pat 
Hollahan, Harriet Hudson, Norris Lacy, Carol Martin, Russell Meyer, 
Toni Morris, Edward L. Risden, Jonathan Wilcox, and William Woods. 
I am grateful, also, for my local support, without which the present rnl-
ume would not exist. The Emporia State University Department of En-
glish and its chair, Russell Meyer, continue generously to subsidize our 
effort with equipment, supplies, postage, and secretarial time. Our ad-
ministrative assistant, Dena Alltizer, aided by student secretaries Jenny 
Groening and Chrissy McClure, has taken primary responsibility for 
converting files, formatting text, and turning multiple drafts of some-
times densely edited text into readable copy-and maintaining remark-
able composure and good humor while doing so. 
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